Talk, laugh, sing, and eat with confidence again.

The 3M Denture Attachment System is a revolutionary denture technology that works with your current dentures. Your dentures snap out, snap in, and stay put with absolutely no messy pastes or adhesives, no major surgery, and no long recovery.

- Bite into an apple and eat steak again.
- Utilize your current dentures in most cases.
- No messy pastes or adhesives.
- No major surgery or long recovery.
- A fraction of the cost of full-sized implants.

Where do I get the 3M Denture Attachment System?

Schedule a free consultation appointment with a dentist in your area that has been trained and certified by 3M to place the 3M Denture Attachment System. They’ll answer any questions you have and can discuss the risks and benefits with you.

To find a certified dentist near you and for more information:

Visit www.3M.com/Dentures or Call 855-855-4885
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Will this system work for me?
This revolutionary system is ideal for many denture patients. Some patients may not have the proper bone structure for MDIs or any other dental implant. This system is designed for:

- Patients with full upper, full lower or partial dentures
- Patients tired of dealing with messy pastes or adhesives
- Patients unsatisfied with the instability of their current dentures
- Patients intimidated by the cost and long recovery time of full-size implants
- Those without enough bone to allow for full-size implants

How exactly does this system work?
A certified dentist performs a procedure in which miniature posts are placed in your gums. These posts snap into small O-ring receptacles that are retro-fitted into your existing denture. This mini dental implant (MDI) system snaps your dentures securely in place while also allowing them to be snapped out and in again.

What is the cost?
The 3M Denture Attachment System comes at a fraction of the cost of full-size implants. Typically, the cost ranges from $2,000 to $5,000.* Compare that to conventional full-size implants – which can cost anywhere from $12,000 to $30,000.* Insurance may cover some of the cost,** and many dentists even offer no or low interest payment plans. Talk to your dentist about payment options.

What about care and maintenance?
Brush and clean the posts regularly using an ACCESS™ toothbrush. Ultrasonic cleaners are ideal for ensuring that the receptacles are free of food and debris. You can also use a Waterpik® to rinse and clean the receptacles. You should continue to schedule and complete periodic checkups with your dental provider following the procedure.

Is this a new system?
No. The 3M Denture Attachment System, also known as the 3M Mini Dental Implant (MDI) System, was developed over ten years ago and thousands of people all over the country have experienced its lasting rewards. Now it’s your turn.

Sounds amazing. What’s the catch?
There isn’t one! Over time your dentist may need to replace the O-rings in your dentures to help them work as well as they should. As with all dental implants, there is a risk the implant will not osseointegrate and there is the potential for fracture of the implant. Only a certified dentist can confirm whether or not you are a candidate.

Unlike full-sized dental implants, these miniature dental implants don’t require months of painful recovery.

“I’m so thankful for how much the MDI implants have improved the quality of my life. Everyone should consider doing this if they wear dentures. It’s so simple.”

– Nadine L.
Oklahoma City, Oklahoma

*Prices will vary by type of case and location. Based on a mandibular denture case.
**Insurance coverage varies widely. Check with your insurance company.
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Close-Up of the 3M Denture Attachment System
1. Miniature posts are implanted along your gum line
2. Metal receptacles are embedded in the base of your current dentures
3. O-rings in the receptacles lock onto posts, securing dentures in place
4. Your dentures snap in, they snap out, they stay put
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